Introduction
The power distribution network topology analysis is to get mathematical model based on the states of circuit breaker and isolating switch and all other electrical components of the physical connection model in the power system network.It's essence is the analysis of connected graph.The job of topology analysis is dispose the change information of switch state to form new network topology structure,and provide information and data to related application.The topology analysis is the groundwork of flow calculation,state estimation and other analysis softwares. Topology analysis method usually include two categories,matrix method and search method. Search method has reasonable structural design and operates fast,but it's programming is difficult. Matrix method is good at structure analysis and has simple programming,but too much calculation.
The structure characteristics of distribution network decides the particularity of flow calculation algorithm.At present the mainstream algorithm of flow calculation is back/forward sweep flow algorithm based on branchs of network,which is a optimal way used to calculate loss for distribution economic operation.This algorithm has advantage of simple programming and good convergence,etc. But,the back/forward sweep flow algorithm has strict rules on calculation order of branch electric current and node voltage,and requirements the network topology to reflect power recursive calculation order.
Reference [1] uses the matrix method to identification the layer structure in back/forward sweep flow algorithm,and puts forward relating matrix method. It's clear to see the calculation order.On the other hand,the defect of this method is to prescribe power flow direction artificially.It does not apply to the situation when the network structure changed such as distribution network reconstruction.This paper makes some improvements in order to solve this problem.Through the adjacency matrix multiplies itself,we can get a new adjacency matrix,and use it subtracting the old one to get the layer matrix.In the layer matrix,every node corresponds to a row vector.We can know the node layer structure based on appearing order of inject elements in the row vector corresponding to root node and find every node element in each layer.Use the root row vector of each layer matrix as selection operator to simplify the back/forward load calculation formula form. This improved method dosen't need to provision power flow direction and it can achieve in clear connectivity analysis and cleverly combine flow calculation at the same time.
Topology Analysis by Layer Matrix
In graph theory,the connection relationship between nodes can be expressed by adjacency matrix.If there are n nodes in network, then adjacency matrix A is a n×n square matrix.Elements in A can tell the relationship between each node: when node i is relevant to node j, the element a ij =1,otherwise,a ij =0.Analyse Fig.1 to get topology structure and produce a adjacency matrix A below:
In the matrix A, a 34 =1 account for directly connection between node 3 and node 4;a 12 =0 account for there is no directly branch connect node 1 and node 2.The essence of adjacency matrix implementing connectivity analysis is to reflect the direct connection relationship between nodes in the network. If the dimension of adjacency matrix is n, the matrix will get a all-connection matrix by multiplying itself for n-1 times. All-connection matrix means any node in the network has relationship with other nodes, directly or indirectly. Analyse the connectivity of all-connection matrix can get situations of buses and wiring of electric island.
Improved Adjacency Matrix Method
Improved adjacency matrix gets the exactly relationship between father node and son node based on connectivity analysis, and use the hierarchical relationship into network flow calculation. In order to expound the analysis process of getting network layer structure clearly, we follow some definitions below:
Definition 1: The length between two adjacent nodes is a unit length, if the shortest length between node i and node j is N unit length, we can say node j is a N generation node to node i. Definition 2: Define a layer matrix M, M (n) =A (n) -A (n-1) ,the superscript n means the nth. generation of root node. A distribution network can be abstract into a network topology to show electrical connection between network nodes by a adjacency matrix, and the serial number of nodes correspond the row vectors. Network node must have electric connect with itself, we can use unit matrix E as zero generation (node itself). Adjacency matrix A subtracts unit matrix E will get first generation nodes of each node, which means if any element's value is 1,it is the first generation of the node which is corresponding to the row vector. As shown below:
First three elements of fourth row vector are 1, which means node 1,node 2 and node 3 are first generation of node 4, they are all node 4's first layer nodes. 
Make the adjacency matrix multiply itself to get a new matrix, in this new matrix if any element's value turn into one from zero, then we will call it a inject element. The inject element clearly reflects connection relationship between nodes and their second generation nodes. If adjacency matrix multiplies itself twice, then the inject elements will reflect connection relationship between nodes and their third generation nodes. The rest can be done in the same manner, adjacency matrix multiplies itself n-1 times， we will get connection relationship between nodes and their n generation nodes through the inject elements. Make the root node as first father generation, we can get the appeared order of inject elements in the row vector corresponding to root node. Then we can know each node belongs to which layer, in other words, we know the network layer structure. We have wrote a adjacency matrix A of Fig.1 already through connectivity analysis. Let A multiply itself:
Then A 2 subtracts A to get layer matrix M (2) which describes second generation nodes: 
Through layer matrix M (2) we can tell the inject elements of fourth row vector are the fifth and the sixth number, which means node 5 and node 6 are the second generation nodes of node 4. They are relevant to each other and we can see it in the way that power flow is passed to second generation nodes through the first generation node 2. We can get M (3) in the same way: 
As shown in Fig.1, node 3 is the root node, so we can know the network structure and exactly nodes in each layer based on the appeared order of inject elements in third row vector, and judge a node that belongs to which son generation of root node. Draw a conclusion based on what has been expounded above (pick up the third row vector of each layer matrix): The nodes layer structure are clear now. As we all know power flow direction abide by physical laws, based on which we compare nodes layer structure with the matrix M (1) and change the upper nodes' value into zero in each row vector.Now every "1" element in the new layer matrix M * below means the relationship between father node and their first children node (first generation along the actually physical direction). 
Matrix M * helps us get the topology layer structure, confirm power flow direction and combine the back/forward flow algorithm in network flow calculation.
Application of Improved Method
Back/forward sweep distribution load flow algorithm includes two types: one is based on branch electric current and node voltage, the other is based on branch power flow and node voltage. Calculate the two variables iteratively until the deviation is less than a given value. Let's discuss the application of layer matrix in two situations above:
Flow calculation based on branch electric current and node voltage
Assume the injection electric current column vector named J, in which elements can be got by injection power and node voltage:
Electric current of upper layer branch is equal to sum all the electric current of sublayer branches and corresponding node's injection electric current. The direction of injection electric current is opposite to positive direction, usually taken as negative value. Back sweep calculation process of branch electric current:
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has the same meaning. Matrix (M*) T as a selection operator screens other layers' nodes and makes the node voltage calculate parallelly.
Formula (1) , Formula (2) and Formula (3) achieve algorithm based on branch electric current and node voltage. Consider difference of node voltage between two adjacent iterations to compare with a given value as a convergence condition.
Specific calculation steps: 1) Set the initial voltage value of each node, and the value of root node is fixed; 2) Solve the injection electric current value of node by injection power and node voltage; 3) Calculate each branch electric current value by Formula (2); 4) Calculate each node voltage by fixed value of root node and Formula (3); 5) Inspect convergence condition. If condition has been achieved, calculation will stop.Otherwise, turn back to step 2) to continue.
Flow calculation based on branch power flow and node voltage
Branch power flow is different from branch electric current, because the power flow is not balance between the branch head and the branch terminal. In a branch, power at the head equals summation of power at the end and the line loss. In a distribution network , power at the end of upper layer equals load power of the terminal node in this layer and all power at the heads of sublayer branches extended by terminal node. Back sweep calculation process of branch power flow: ,   2  2  2  2  2  2  2  1  2  3  4  5  6 ( , , , , , ) 2  2  2  2  2  2  2  1  2  3  4  5  6 ( , , , , , )
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, i stands for father generation nodes and j stands for children generation nodes. Superscript k and superscript k+1 stand for iterations. Matrix S d is a load power matrix. Matrix M* as a selection operator screens other layers' nodes and makes the branch power flow calculate parallelly.Forward sweep calculation process of node voltage:
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, i , j, k ,k+1 has the same meaning. Matrix (M*) T as a selection operator screens other layers' nodes and makes the node voltage calculate parallelly. Formula (4) and Formula (5) achieve algorithm based on branch power flow and node voltage. Consider difference of node voltage between two adjacent iterations to compare with a given value as a convergence condition. Specific calculation steps: 1) Set the initial voltage value of each node,and the value of root node is fixed; 2) Calculate terminal power value of each branch by Formula (4); 3) Calculate each node voltage by fixed value of root node and Formula (5); 4) Check convergence condition. If condition has been achieved, calculation will stop.Otherwise, turn back to step 2) to continue. Whether in back sweep or in forward sweep in distribution flow calculation, Matrix M* as a selection operator gets rid of the uncorrelated nodes and simplifies the calculation process. Reduce the computational complexity and increase the calculation efficiency. 
Calculation Example

6.Conclusion
The adjacency matrix method is used to analyse topology of distribution power network with the advantage of process clear and better structural analysis,but the date amount is large at the same time.The improved layer matrix method has achieved function of adjacency matrix method,but also improved back/forward sweep flow calculation to reduce the distribution network loss and realize economic operation.It doesn't do much preparatory work before calculation such as numbering the nodes,original data table can be used directly as describing table of topology relationship. 
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